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1. Abstract
In this paper a methodology of reliability

analysis of mechanical systems with latent failures
is described. Reliability analysis of such systems
must include appropriate usage of check intervals
for latent failure detection.
The methodology suggests, that based on system
logic the analyst decides at the beginning if a
system can fail actively or latently and propagates
this approach through all system levels. All
inspections are assumed to be perfect (all failures
are detected and repaired and no new failures are
introduced as a result of the maintenance).
Additional assumptions are that mission time is
much smaller, than check intervals and all
components have constant failure rates.
Analytical expressions for reliability calculates are
provided, based on fault tree and Markov modeling
techniques (for two and three redundant systems
with inspection intervals). The proposed
methodology yields more accurate results than are
obtained by not using check intervals or using half
check interval times. The conventional analysis
assuming that at the beginning of each mission
system is as new, give an optimistic prediction of
system reliability.

Some examples of reliability calculations of
mechanical systems with latent failures and
establishing optimum check intervals are provided.

2. Introduction
Most reliability analytical techniques assume

that a system employed for a mission is fully
operational at the beginning of a mission. An
assumption here is that system is maintained or
checked at the beginning of each mission. In real
mechanical systems this assumption is not correct,
since many mechanical failures are inherently
undetected. As a result system configuration may
be different from initial fully operational state.
Because the frequency at which a device is checked
directly affects the probability that undetected
(latent) failure exists, check intervals may be used
in reliability calculations to show compliance with
reliability requirements. At the time of
maintenance check all components scheduled to be
maintained are checked and repaired or replaced if
required, so that they operate as new.
Some formulae exist in the literature which
consider latent failures in assessing system
reliability, but these pertain to special
configurations or scenarios.

This paper presents a method which allows
reliability calculation of complex mechanical
system with latent failures to show compliance
with requirements.

3. Definitions
Failure
A loss of function, or malfunction of a system or a
part thereof.
Latent failure
Latent failure is one which is inherently undetected
when it occurs. A significant latent failure is one
which would in combination with one or more
other specific failures or events , result in a
hazardous failure condition.
Check Interval
A recurring maintenance check that is required by
design to show compliance with reliability/safety
requirements by detecting the presence of, and
there by limiting the exposure time for significant
latent failures.
Check
An examination (e.g. an inspection or test) to
determine the physical integrity or functional
capability of an item.

4. Method description
The methodology of reliability calculations of

mechanical systems with possible latent failures
has been developed in reference [1]. The following
assumptions have been used:

- Inspections are perfect, all failures are
detected and fixed.

- No new failures are introduced as a result
of maintenance.

- All items have constant failure rates.
- Mission times are much smaller than

inspection intervals.
Based on system logic, the analyst decides at the
beginning about the active or latent failure of a
given system architecture and propagates this
approach through all system levels.
Derivation of analytical expressions is illustrated
bellow for two cases with latent failures: two items
in parallel and three items in parallel.

Case 1. Two in parallel
Items A and B are in parallel. Failure in item A

will be detected and fixed before the next mission.
Item B can fail latently., its failure will not be
detectable. Item B will be inspected at the time of
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scheduled maintenance , when its failure will be
detected and fixed.
The system fails when A fails and B fails either
during current mission or B had failed latently
during earlier mission after the last scheduled
maintenance and A fails during current mission.
Markov methodology was used to derive analytical
expressions for probability of system failure. In
general, using the state with the initial condition 1
as the origin of the paths, the first non-zero term of
states power series is the product of failure rates
along each path, summed over all paths and
multiplied by (t /n!) )for a state at the nth failure
level, t is an average mission duration.
The probability of system failure is:

Qsys= (QB te * QA,CI)/ 2 = (ABT * AAt)/2 (1)
The result is validated by the fault tree with a
"Priority And" gate, where:
Probability of a basic event B, = XRT
Probability of basic event Al = >.At
Similar results also exist in the literature [4].

Case 2 Three in parallel
System comprises items A . B and C in parallel.

Any two of these items can fail latently, failure of
the last third item will lead to system failure and
therefore will be detected. Inspection interval for
the system is T, when the latently failed items will
be detected and fixed, average mission duration is
t. Probability of system active failure is:

Qsys= (>.AT *XB7 * Xr\)/3 + (XAT *XCT * XB\)/3
+(h-:T *A.BT * JlAt)/3 = XA* A,, * ?.c *T2 *1 (2)

Probability of system latent failure is:
Qsyst= XA* XB * Xc *T3 (3)

There is a common approach of failure probability
calculation during periodical tests at intervals of T
hours [2]. Since the failure probability rises from a
low Q = 0 immediately after a test to a high value
Q = XT in the end of interval, in exponential case.
the average failure probability is Q = X*T/2.
Therefore it is recommended to use in calculations
time equal to half of checking interval [2\.
This approach is true only in case of double
redundant system, in other case it will lead to
overestimation of checking frequency with
resulting economic consequences.

5. Example of check interval calculation
Consider a triple redundant system with two

parts A and B which can fail only actively
(detected and fixed before next mission) and part C
which can fail latently (detected and fixed during
check interval = Tc). The required probability of
failure should be extremely improbable, since it
can lead to a Catastrophic failure condition, i.e. Q
< 1.0E-09 [5]. What is the suggested check interval
time to satisfy the requirement?

The average mission duration is I hours. Failure
probabilities of parls A and B during mission are
designated as PA and PB. failure rate of part C is Xc

and its check interval is Tc.
Suppose: PA = P» = Xc = 1 .OE-04. t = 1 hour
Using the proposed method, (based on equation 2) ,
the probability of a system failure is:
Q sys = PA *PB* (XC *TC) / 3 < 1.0E-09
To satisfy this condition check interval for part C
should be: Tc<300() hours.
Using a common approach , the probability of
system failure is:
Q sys = PA *PB* (XC *T C /2 ) < 1.0E-09
To satisfy this condition check interval for part C
should be: Tc<2000 hours.
Common approach lead to overestimation of
checking frequency.

6. Example of reliability calculation
Consider a reliability block diagram for a

mechanical system . Figure 1, [5]. It comprises a
hydraulic power supply A , operating the primary'
system B. with a second hydraulic power supply C ,
operating the secondary system D. The two systems
join together in common parts E. In the event of
combined failure of two systems, or of the common
parts, the back-up system F is operating. The
system finally join in other common parts, subject
to the risk of mechanical seizure G. The object is to
determine the probability of total system failure
and to find whether the risk exceeds an allowable
level. Total system failure is regarded as Major
failure condition with a maximum allowable level
of 1.0E-05 per mission hour.
The average mission duration is t hours. Failure
probabilities of items A. B, C, E and G during
mission are designed as PA, PB, P<-, PE and Pc,. The
normally inoperative secondary system D (failure
rate XD ) can fail latently, during check interval TD,
the same applies to the back up system F (failure
rate >.F, check interval TF).
Suppose:

PA = 18.54E-04 XD = 6.65E-05
PB = 2.0E-04 Xv = 5.0E-06
Pc = 4.5E-()4 t = 3 hours
Pi; = 1.55E-06 Tu = 3000 hours
Pi; = 3.OE-O7 TF = 6000 hours

Probability of both primary and secondary systems
failure during mission can be calculated as follows:

Q, = |[PA + PB) * (PC +XD *TD)] / 2 = 2.03E -04

Probability of both primary and secondary systems
or their coomon parts E failure during mission is:

Q2 = Q1 +P r. =2.045E-04

Probability of back-up system F failure during
check interval is:
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QF = XF * TF = 0.03

Now the system can be represented as two
redundant paths:

- both primary and secondary systems or
their common parts E

- back-up system F
Using the equation (1), probability of a total system
failure as a result of failures in both redundant
paths during mission is:

Total probability of system failure, including
seizure G, is:
during mission:
Qsys = Q3 + PG=3.36E-06
per one operating hour, based on mission duration:
Q = Qsys/t = 1.12E-06
The result is well within the limit of 1.0E-05 per
operating hour. System satisfies the requirement.
The obtained result is close to given in Ref. [5].

7. Conclusions
Proper consideration check intervals is

particularly important in mechanical systems to

show compliance with reliability requirements and
to establish optimum check interval times.
The common approach of using half interval times
as a average value in calculating failure probability
is true only in case of double redundancy.
The proposed approach allows more accurate
reliability assessment
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Figure 1 Reliability block diagram
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